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Reports on the situation of the Syrian people and relief 
activities 
 

War as an essential crisis affect the world, adversely.  

Forcing people to flee their houses, Increasing violence, poverty and unsafety, war threaten lives of millions of people 

and expose kids to the serious dangers.  

A set of irreparable damages of war have been detected in the Syrian Arab Republic, during the survey of IAPSRS 

representatives. They can be summarised as:  

  

Migration: even if people survive themselves by migration, they might no longer experience normal life. Continuous 

hunger or trading refugee's body parts, are the least risks are expecting them.  

 

Negative mental effects:  

 Watching videos that shows how their family members are murdering by ISIS, put them next to the deep depression 

which might lead to suicide.  

 

Jihad marriage:  

 Shocking statistics of Jihad marriage's kids, who are keeping in Ghorat-ol-Asad, far away from parents, confirms war's 

influence is getting more destructive.  

 

It was decided to build a peace house, getting local people help, to support vulnerable kids. It might be a candle to turn 

on a gleam of light in a deep darkness. A universal light need the world's awareness and action. 

    


